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QUESTION NO: 1

An organization owns a fully functional multi-controller Aruba network with a Virtual Mobility Master (VMM) in VLAN20. They 
have asked a network consultant to deploy a redundant MM on a different server. The solution must offer the lowest 
convergence time and require no human interaction in case of failure.

The servers host other virtual machines and are connected to different switches that implement ACLs to protect them. The 
organization grants the network consultant access to the servers only, and appoints a network administrator to assist with 
the deployment.

What must the network administrator do so the network consultant can successfully deploy the solution? (Choose two.)

A. Allocate VLAN20 to the second server, and extend it throughout the switches, then reserve one IP address for the second 
MM and another IP address for its gateway.

B. Allocate VLAN20 to the second server, and permit routing between them, then reserve one IP address for the second MM 
and another IP address for its gateway.

C. Configure an ACL entry that permits IP protocol 50, UDP port 500, and multicast IP 224.0.0.18.

D. Allocate VLAN20 to the second server, and extend it throughout the switches, then reserve one IP address for the second 
MM and another for the VIP.

E. Configure an ACL entry that permits UDP 500, TCP 4500, and multicast IP 224.0.0.5.

ANSWER: A E 

QUESTION NO: 2

An organization has several RAPs at different locations that broadcast two SSIDs. The internet-only SSID is in bridge/always 
mode, and the corporate SSID is in split-tunneling/standard mode. The network administrator deploys 10 more RAPs in 
different locations.

Users can successfully connect to the corporate SSID that is propagated by a RAP at a remote location. However, they 
report that it takes too long to access public internet web sites.

What is one part of the configuration that should be checked by the network administrator to verify this RAP deployment?

A. User roles policies

B. IP pool

C. Operating mode

D. Assigned VLAN

ANSWER: A 
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QUESTION NO: 3

A network administrator is in charge of a Mobility Master (MM) – Mobility Controller (MC) based WLAN. The administrator 
has deployed an Airwave Management Platform (AMP) server in order to improve the monitoring capabilities and generate 
reports and alerts.

The administrator has configured SNMPv3 and Admin credentials on both the MMs and MCs and has created Groups and 
Folders in the AMP server. What two additional steps must the administrator do in order to let Airwave monitor the network 
devices? (Choose two.)

A. Manually add the Active MM and wait for automatic Discovery.

B. Map the AMP’s IP address with a mgmt-config profile in the MM.

C. Set the AMP’s IP address and Org string as DHCP option 43.

D. Manually add each MM, MC and Access Point in the AMP server.

E. Move “New” devices into a group and folder in Airwave.

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 4

A software development company has 764 employees who work from home. The company also has small offices located in 
different cities throughout the world. During working hours, they use RAPs to connect to a datacenter to upload software 
code as well as interact with databases.

In the past two month, cabling issues have occurred connection to the 7240XM Mobility Controller (MC) that runs ArubaOS 8 
and terminates the RAPs. These RAPs disconnect, affecting the users connected to the RAPs. This also causes problems 
with code uploads and database synchronizations. Therefore, the company decides to add a second 7240XM controller for 
redundancy.

How should the network administrator deploy both controllers in order to provide the redundancy while preventing failover 
events from disconnecting users?

A. Connect both controllers with common VLANs, and create an HA fast failover group with public addresses in the internet 
VLAN.

B. Connect both controllers with common VLANs, and create an L2-connected cluster using public addresses in the internet 
VLAN.

C. Connect both controllers with different VLANs, and create an L2-connected cluster using public addresses in the internet 
VLAN.

D. Connect both controllers with common VLANs, and configure LMS/BLMS values equal to public addresses in the internet 
VLAN.

ANSWER: A 
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QUESTION NO: 5

Refer to the exhibit.

A network administrator has a Mobility Master (MM) Mobility Controller (MC) architecture along with the MC in the DMZ for 
terminating RAPs. The network firewall has been provisioned to allow access to the MC in the DMZ for both UDP 500 and 
4500. Then he proceeds to provision an AP as shown in the exhibit.

Which additional configuration steps must the administrator to assure RAPs successfully contact the MC? (Choose two.)

A. Create the RAP1 account in the InternalDB of the MC.

B. Create an IP local pool and PSK at the device node level.

C. Create the RAP1 account in the InternalDB of the MM.

D. Add the RAP1 entry in the CPsec whitelist at the MM level.

E. Create an IP local pool and PSK at the /mm/mynode level.

ANSWER: D E 

QUESTION NO: 6
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A network administrator assists with the migration of a WLAN from a third-party vendor to Aruba in different locations 
throughout the country. In order to manage the solution from a central point, the network administrator decides to deploy 
redundant Mobility Masters (MMs) in a datacenter that are reachable through the Internet.

Since not all locations own public IP addresses, the security team is not able to configure strict firewall polices at the 
datacenter without disrupting some MM to Mobility Controller (MC) communications.

They are also concerned about exposing the MMs to unauthorized inbound connection attempts.

What should the network administrator do to ensure the solution is functional and secure?

A. Deploy an MC at the datacenter as a VPN concentrator.

B. Block all inbound connections, and instruct the MM to initiate the connection to the MCs.

C. Block all ports to the MMs except UDP 500 and 4500.

D. Install a PEFV license, and configure firewall policies that protect the MM.

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 7

A network administrator has updated the ArubaOS code of a standalone Mobility Controller (MC) that is used for User-Based 
Tunneling (UBT) to a newer early release. Ever since the MC seems to reject PAPI sessions from the switch with the 
10.1.10.10 IP address. Also the controller’s prompt is now followed by a star mark: “(MC_VA) [mynode] *#”

When opening a support ticket, an Aruba TAC engineer asks the administrator to gather the crash logs and if possible 
replicate UBT connection attempts from the switch while running packet captures of PAPI traffic on the controller and obtain 
the PCAP files. The administrator has a PC with Wireshark and TFTP server using the 10.0.20.20 IP address.

What commands must the administrator issue to accomplish these requests? (Choose two.) 
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A. Option A

B. Option B

C. Option C

D. Option D

E. Option E

ANSWER: B E 

QUESTION NO: 8

Refer to the exhibits.

Exhibit 1
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Exhibit 2

Exhibit 3
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Exhibit 4
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A captive portal-based solution is deployed in a Mobility Master (MM) - Mobility Controller (MC) network. A wireless station 
connects to the network and attempts the authentication process. The outputs are shown in the exhibits.

Which names correlate with the authentication and captive portal servers?

A. ClearPass.23 is the authentication server, and cp.mycompany.com is the captive portal server.

B. ClearPass.23 is the authentication server, and MC2 is the captive portal server.

C. Internal database in MC2 is the authentication server, and cp.mycompany.com is the captive portal server.

D. cp.mycompany.com is the authentication server, and ClearPass.23 is the captive portal server.
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ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 9 - (HOTSPOT)

HOTSPOT

A network administrator wants to receive a major alarm every time a controller or an Aruba switch goes down for either a 
local or an upstream device failure. Which alarm definition must the network administrator create to accomplish this?

Hot Area:

ANSWER:
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Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 10

Refer to the exhibit.
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Based on the output shown in the exhibit, which wireless connection phase has just completed?

A. L3 authentication and encryption

B. MAC Authentication and 4-way handshake

C. 802.11 enhanced open association

D. L2 authentication and encryption

ANSWER: A 
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